
in inviting the immigration law (illegal employment due to activities outside the status of 

qualification) It was a false complaint filed by the Tokyo District Public Prosecutors Office 

with a false name. Therefore, the act of I (Nagano) falls under criminal law 172 false 

charges.

3. Prosecutors illegally abused the authority they have about June 16, 2010, and I 

(Nagano) is aware that no criminal offense is being considered, and despite not conducting 

criminal acts, false hiring The fact that the agreement was provided to the former offender 

who worked illegally is said to be suspected of a criminal offense, suspected me (Nagano) 

arrested / kept in captivity at Tsukishima Station for allegedly assisting in inviting the 

immigration law (illegal employment due to activities outside the status of qualification) I 

illegally obtain a detention claim, illegally obtain a detention letter, abuse the authority, 

press the freedom of decision making with an illegal detention letter of false contents, I 

(Nagano) has no obligation There was no illegal arrest detention and interrogation 

conducted. Therefore, the act of I (Nagano) falls under the criminal abuse of 194 special 

criminal officials criminal law.

4. In response to the detention request by the public prosecutor, on June 24, 2010, the 

lawyer requested the Tokyo District Court to cancel the detention, but the prosecutor of me

(Nagano) requested the opinion of the judge, Illegitely abuse the authority that I have, 

illegally issue a notice of cancellation, oppress the freedom of decision making, I (Nagano) 

has no duty, illegal arrest detention I did it. Therefore, the act of I (Nagano) falls under the 

criminal abuse of 194 special criminal officials criminal law.

5. The police officers illegally abused the authority which I have about July 3, 2010, and I 

(Nagano) is not able to think any crime · · ·

Naka, ... I (Nagano) abuses the authority I have and is an illegal arrest warrant of false 

content, squeezing the freedom of decision making, I (Nagano) has no obligation, illegal 

Arrested and captured, and then transferred to the Setagaya Department and the Ogikubo 

Station for illegal arrest and detention and interrogation. Therefore, the act of I (Nagano) 

falls under the criminal abuse of 194 special criminal officials criminal law.
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